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Introduction and Overview

• Degradation of the track structure geometry, is a key focus area in track maintenance. 

• Research examined the relationships between subsurface inspection technologies 
and development of track geometry defects.

– Extensive set of track geometry and ballast condition data from a major US Class 
1 freight railroad. 

– Data was obtained from Midwestern US locations in the Nebraska- Missouri area

• Six Sites to include fouled and control sites

– Period of two years with frequent (monthly) track geometry inspections

– Ballast condition defined by multiple Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) 
measurements

• Objective 

– Develop relationship between track geometry defects and track subsurface 
conditions as measured by Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR)

– Develop a predictive model  for relationship between ballast condition and rate of 
track geometry degradation 



GPR Index Values

• GPR data included both Ballast Fouling Index (BFI) and Fouling Depth Layer index (FDL). 

• Ballast Fouling Index measures level of fouling within the trackbed to a specified depth 

(16 inches) and averaged over specified distance (16-ft). 

• Fouling Depth Layer (FDL) represents the depth of the “clean” ballast layer within the 

trackbed (also referred to as the Free Draining Layer)



Superposition of 18 geometry runs at H site before and after data 
alignment

• Data Alignment performed 

using Cross-correlation 

and Lag function.

• Cross-correlational 

function applied to gage 

channel 

• Lag or shift between each 

inspection run was 

determined. 

• Each test run indexed 

using this calculated lag or 

shift to generate aligned 

overlay



Analysis of Geometry Data
• In order to develop a trend line with time; two sets of summary data 

were developed for each geometry parameter: 
– Track Quality Index (TQI)
– Peak (minimum or maximum) value

• TQI used was Standard Deviation of the specific geometry parameter 
(e.g. Profile-Right) 
– Calculated over windows of 300 feet. 
– Performed for all 18 inspections for period August 2017 to January 2019 
– Maintenance event between October 15 and November 1, 2017.

• Peak minimum/maximum value of the specific geometry parameter 
(e.g. Profile-Right) 
– Calculated over windows of 300 feet. 
– Performed for all 18 inspections for period August 2017 to January 2019 
– Maintenance event between October 15 and November 1, 2017.
– Minimum Peak value used going forward



TQI (Standard Deviation): All geometry parameters
H (fouled) site



Minimum and maximum peaks: All geometry parameters 
H (fouled) site

Minimum peak corresponds to a profile dip which is the maximum mid-chord offset. It is used as the 
peak measurement going forward.  



TQI (Standard Deviation) and Peak (minimum) 
Profile –Right (62 foot chord)  H (fouled) site

For TQI: Positive slope corresponds to increasing 
rate of degradation
For Peak (minimum): Negative slope corresponds 
to increasing rate of degradation



Analysis of the H-fouled site 
• H-fouled site appears to have experienced maintenance activity 

between October 15 and November 1, 2017 . 
– TQI Profile data  show consistent increase before and after 

maintenance event, corresponding to ongoing degradation
• Appears to be a constant slope or rate of degradation
• Positive slope corresponds to increasing rate of degradation

– Peak (minimum)  data  show consistent decrease before and after 
maintenance event, corresponding to ongoing degradation

• Appears to be a constant rate of degradation
• Negative slope corresponds to increasing rate of degradation

• Left and Right profiles show similar behavior for all standard 
deviation values.

• Difference in slope before and after maintenance



Rate of Degradation( linear slope) 
Fouled and Control sites in H zone 

• For TQI (SD) Profile  degradation, positive slope corresponds to 
increasing rate of degradation

• For Peak Profile  degradation, negative slope corresponds to 
increasing rate of degradation



Expanded Analysis

Zone Number of analysis segments (filtered)

P (2904 feet) 20

W (2904 feet) 36

H (2640 feet) 31

R (2640 feet) 38

Total (11,088 feet) 125

• Four study zones extended to between 2600 and 2900 feet each. 
• TQI and peak calculation segments reduced to between 45 and 65 feet in length.
• Rate of Degradation (slope) calculated for each segment over 18 geometry runs
• After elimination of “bad” data segments, 125 analyses segments were available for 

analysis.
• Each segment had separate Left and Right  Profile data points
• 250 sets of data



Rate of Degradation: Profile –Peak 
as compared to BFI and FDL :P Zone

P Zone

Rate of Degradation Profile (Peak)  
in inches/year



Rate of Degradation: Profile –Peak 
as compared to BFI and FDL: R Zone

R Zone
Rate of Degradation Profile (Peak)  
in inches/year



Rate of Degradation: Profile –Peak 
as compared to BFI and FDL: W Zone

W Zone
Rate of Degradation Profile (Peak)  
in inches/year



Rate of Degradation: Profile –Peak 
as compared to BFI and FDL: H Zone

H Zone
Rate of Degradation Profile (Peak)  
in inches/year



Multivariate Linear Regression
Rate Of Degradation (ROD) Profile (peak) vs. Ground Penetrating 

Radar (GPR) Parameters:  Combined data set

Based on 
250 analysis 
segments• Rate of Profile degradation (became more severe or more negative) as the Ballast 

Fouling Index (BFI) increases (the ballast becomes more fouled). 
• Rate of Profile degradation (became more severe or more negative) as the Fouling 

Depth Layer decreases (smaller clean ballast layer). 

ROD(Prof62_Peaks) = -0.078*BFI AVERAGE + 0.1956*FDL AVERAGE - 0.18

Rate of Degradation Profile (Peak) in inches/year



Use of Bayesian Linear Regression to Calculate Rate of Degradation (ROD) of 
Profile (peaks) as Function of BFI and FDL



Projected Profile Degradation: Hickman Fouled vs. Control  Sites 

Fouled Site reaches 2 
inch profile limit in 3 
years

Control Site reaches 
2 inch profile limit in 
4.5 years



Summary
• Comprehensive study of 6 major test sites

– Encompassing four extensive study zones
– Mid-west United States on a major US Class 1 railroad. 
– Broad range of ballast condition ranging from clean, well defined ballast layers to fouled 

ballast with minimal depth of clean well-draining ballast. 
– Track geometry parameters, were monitored for track geometry every month over a 

period of just under two years. 
– Track also experienced multiple GPR measurements during that same period.

• Developed relationship between significant geometry degradation and GPR 
measured ballast parameters: Ballast Fouling Index and Fouling Depth Layer. 

• Results showed a well-defined relationship between high rates of geometry 
degradation (ROD) and poor subsurface conditions as defined by the GPR 
parameters (BFI and FDL).

• Relationship quantifies rate of track profile degradation increase as:
– Ballast Fouling Index (BFI) increases (ballast is more fouled)
– Fouling Depth Layer (FDL) decreases (smaller layer of clean ballast). 

• Track with good ballast condition, i.e. with low BFI values or high FDL values, 
i.e., has lower rates of profile degradation

– Take longer for track to degrade.
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